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EXPERIENCE                 
 

Executive Assistant / Data Analyst                                               July 2017 – April 2022 

Lead Me Media Marketing | Boca Raton, FL         

• Tabulated and extrapolated data for clients and senior executives.  

• Aided with project management, training over 6 employees, and handling correspondence. 

• Debugged HTML code for advertisements on a daily basis 

 

Pharmacy Technician                         March 2015 – April 2016 

Walgreens | Boca Raton, FL 

• Processed and fulfilled prescriptions with 0% errors in order to ensure patient safety 

• Displayed patient-oriented and comprehensive clinical pharmacy services with 30+ customers per day 

SOFTWARE PROJECTS            
 

Ridefile App 

- Engineered a full-stack app that allows users to log in and track information about their cars 

- Assembled front end using React components and JSON Web Token for user authentication 

- Formulated with CSS to present data in a form visually pleasing to users in the car community 

- Constructed using Google Firebase to store user’s custom vehicle data 

Quotes App 

- Built an application that allows a user to store their favorite quotes and the author who said it  

- Assembled with a FERN stack and designed with RESTful backend 

- Fashioned the frontend using Ant Design and custom CSS 

 

Restaurant list App 

- Constructed a React application that allows a user to store their favorite restaurants 

- Programed to allow the user to log in with either email or with Google Authentication  

- Built with FERN stack and designed frontend using Ant Design  

 

Wish list App 

- Coded an application that allows a user to store their wishes and categorize these wishes 

- Utilized a form with several fields and switches for a user to fill out 

- Constructed using a MERN stack, Typescript, and custom SCSS for styling 

 

Keypad with passcode App 

- Designed to allow the user to enter any number using buttons on the front end 

- Modeled after real-world keypads using Ant Design and CSS 

- Devised to present the user with a message when the password was entered 

 

EDUCATION              
 

Boca Code: Software Engineering Career Course 

Palm Beach State College: AA Degree 2020 

 

LANGUAGES AND TECHNOLOGIES              
 

Programming Languages: (Experienced): JavaScript | Typescript; (Familiar): Python | C# | SQL | R 

Technologies: Node.js | Express | React | React Native | Mongo | Google Cloud, | AWS | REST | Git 

 

PUBLICATION               

 
Silva, Arthur “Don’t make studying harder than it already is.” Medium article            June 22, 2022 

Silva, Arthur “Don’t be afraid of a little CSS…” Medium article             June 24, 2022 
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